We extend the continuous wavelet transform to Sobolev spaces Hs(F,) for arbitrary real s and show that the transformed distribution lies in the fiber spaces L2 ((IRo,~a)
Introduction
The wavelet transform (WT) is a tool for analyzing and synthesizing signals with many applications in geophysics [5] , acoustics [6] , and quantum theory [12] . It has a lot of advantages compared to the Fourier transform, e.g. the high frequency components are studied with sharper time resolution than low frequency components [2] .
The transformed signal is composed by its inner product with shifted and scaled versions of a fixed function called analyzing or basic wavelet.
Let.f~ L2(IR) be the signal and ~, 6 L2(IR ) the analyzing wavelet. The mapping / /._h\\ (1) 
f(.)~--~lal-1/2(f, tp{~,) b~,
describes the analysis off(up to constant factor), where ( ", 9 )o denotes the inner product in L2(~-). With an admissibility condition on ~ the right hand side of(l) is
( dbda)
an element in L2 (IR x IR\{0}), 7//and it is possible to synthesize f by these moments.
In the literature one often finds the definition of the wavelet transform via an irreducible unitary representation of the group of affine-linear transformations of the real axis ('ax + b'-group). Hence its essential properties are abstractly proved by help of group theory (orthogonality relations).
For a detailed description of these group-theoretical aspects we refer to Grossmann, Morlet, and Paul [7, 8] .
In the next section some known results will be verified without group-theoretical arguments in such a way that the extension of the wavelet transform to Sobolev spaces becomes obvious. It will be seen that the signal and the wavelet transform share the same Sobolev order. The discrete wavelet transform was already extended to the spaces HS(1R) by Daubechies [2] via the concept of frames but only for very special choices of basic wavelets.
The preponderant part of the paper deals with the asymptotic behaviour of (1) for small a. Without a heuristic frequency analysis our inquiry explains the basics for the widespread use of wavelet techniques in edge detection and pattern recognition. It turns out that the right hand side of (1) converges to a derivative off, as already observed for a very special example in [8] , p. 306, for a great class of basic wavelets ~b (in particular for all compactly supported). In Sect. 5 we apply the results to show the approximation properties of the discrete wavelet transform. Again derivatives of the transformed signal are computed. Numerical tests in Sect. 6 verify the theoretical results.
The wavelet transform
We define with the help of the shift-operator (2) (Tbg)(x) = g(x --b), ben and the dilation-operator 
To simplify further calculations we introduce the Fourier transform
Hence we get
In the sequel we describe the wavelet transform, based on a function 0- 
With'*' denoting the convolution we reformulate the admissibility condition (8) as
In the last step we substituted ~o = -ao an changed the order of integration. As a consequence we can characterize the admissible functions. 
From (6) we obtain the Fourier transform of L, with respect to its shift argument Proof. It suffices to consider f~<9~(IR). The result is shown by a straightforward computation. 
Applying two times the Cauchy Schwarz (C.S.) inequality leads to
which allows to change the order of integration in (18).
We abbreviate the inner integral by (/~g)(co) and estimate [/~gl to conclude that .4ge L2(lR, at):
Again we used the C.S. inequality and get da do~
= IIgll~o 9
Consequently there exists a Ag ~ L2(IR, dt) with
and now the equation 09) reads as
In the last step we determine Ag(x) using the fact that the integral
exists.
We showed that the operators L, and A are adjoints of each other on prehilbert spaces of H" resp. g'. This property is inherited by their extensions. Accordingly the extension of A on ,~-" is identical to L$. The abstract characterization (17) 
[]
We will now determine the HS-distance of two wavelet transforms with different basic wavelets and different argument functions to study the dependence of the transform on its wavelet and its argument.
Lemma 3.3. For admissible and inteyrable 0, 7 and f g~ HS(~,), s~ IR, holds:
Proof.
Performing the same steps as in (14) to each term of the sum yields the lemma. 
Asymptotic behaviour for small dilation parameters
We adopt the assumptions on f and 0 from the last paragraph. In addition we assume without loss of generality 0 to be real because the admissibility condition is valid not only for the real but also for the imaginary part of 0 [8] . Then
is even in the second variable because q~ is. We restrict ourselves to the half-plane a>0.
Considering (26) we realize that the integral expression looks like the 0-average 0n * f of f with Oa(X) = a- 1 
. O(a-I x).
Indeed we have
For 0 e L1 (IR) (i.e. 0 is integrable) with ~R O(t)dt = 1 the 0-average of f converges to f in the L2-norm which means that
Unfortunately a basic wavelet has zero mean and therefore (28) does not hold for the WT. Now we are interested whether an asymptotic behaviour like (28) is possible under certain assumptions on the analyzing wavelet.
For the ~O-average of f we write At, f(','), i.e.
(d k denoting the k-th generalized derivative).
where
With M = supo,~ll -x/~(a(o}l z which exists by the lemma of Riemann Lebesgue and is independent of a we find We specify the concept of local convergence. Therefore we define the local Sobolev spaces [13] . 
Lemma 4.5. feHto~(f2) f ~eH~(IR) Vq~eCS~(f2) (C~((2) denotes the space of the test functions with compact support in 12)
suggests a concept of convergence in H~or Remark. This concept of local convergence is well defined because the limit is uniquely determined.
Without loss of generality we assume that 
Lemma 4.7 (i) r~(-)f(-)~ HS(IR) (ii) Y,(" )f(" ) converges to fin H~oc(l ~ as ~ tends to T. s 0 (iii) Y~(')f(') -f(') on H,or
Proof. (i) is the statement of Lemma 4.5.
(ii) Let (b~C~(l~ For sufficiently large e, with 0<e,< T we have supp(q') _~ J~ for all ~ with e, < c, < T. This implies q)FJ= q~fin HS(IR) for e, < e < Tand thus the assertion.
+ H~oc(J~ ). We still have to show the (iii) It is clear that both F~ f and f are in + o
Co (J~) act on the distribution FJ: 
equality. Let a test function q~e + o (t'~(tlf(t), q,(t)) = (f(t), rAt)q)(t)) = (f(t), q,(t)

ak+l/2Ldko(FJ)(',a) , -~kdk(FJ)(')eHS-k(IR).
To continue the proof we need the boundedness of the multiplication operator on HL Let H 6 5~(IR) and let Tn: H ~ --* H ~ be defined by Tnf = 11 .f Then Tu is continuous for all ~ E IR [13] . We are now able to prove the desired convergence in
H~,-~k( J~ Let q~EC~( J ~ ~ 5~(IR):
1 I dkf(') ~-k. 
~(" ) ~ Ldk~(r~f)(', a) --~(" )
. 1 1 ") ~-k <IIT~It ~ Ld, o(F,f)(',a)--~dk(FJ)( 9 []
Wavelet transfi~rm with compactly supported wavelet
The practical importance of the former statements of this section would be increased if we could find a criterion to decide whether an integrable wavelet 0 can be represented by ~9 = d k ~ with ~k e Hk (1R) c~ L1 (IR) and ~ qJ (t)dt + O.
We will see that the compactness of the support of the basic wavelet suffices to guarantee the existence of such a ~.
We need a preparatory lemma which can be verified by induction 9
Lemma 4.10. Let 4h(x) = ~ d?t l (t)dt, l > 1, x e [~, fl] a sequence of functions with qSoeLl([a, fl]). Then 4~,+ l(X) = l i (Oo(Z)'(x -z)'dz . 9 ~t
The following theorem and its corollary formulate the above mentioned criterion. Proof We define a sequence of functions whose k-th member is our searched ~: 
Assertion. There is a ken with 4)k+l(fl) = ~ 4)k(t)dt 4: O.
We proof the assertion indirectly. Let us therefore assume ~b~+l(fl) = 0 'v'l __> 0. 
Consequences for the discrete wavelet transform
In this paragraph we want to discuss the conclusions and consequences for the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) arising from Theorems 4.3 and 4.11.
The DWT is a modification of the continuous one which is relevant and adequate for practical applications like signal theory [6] , edge detection, and pattern recognition [9, 10] .
In the sequel we give a short description of its essential properties: 
R(G, O) = {TbD"OI( b, a)eG} is called a frame of L2(IR).
We refer the reader to [3] and [4] for sufficient conditions on the grid G and the analyzing wavelet g, so that R(G, ~) constitutes a frame.
For sake of simplicity we restrict ourselves to the dyadic grid, see [-2, 11] , Gd = {(2ran, 2")Ira, n e Z } and basic wavelets with the following properties: Further examples of arbitrarily smooth 0 and q5 can be found in [3] . We mention some properties of the spaces Vj. Let Pi resp. Qj denote the orthogonal projections onto V~ resp. Wj.
(36) (37) (38) If the signal to analyze is only sampled at discrete times we have to perform some sort of interpolation together with a projection before we can iterate. The smallest detail of the discrete signal, given by the sampling distance, is set equal to one without loss of generality. For obvious reasons we construct the members of the signal sequence {Sk }k~ as the moments of a Lz-function projected onto V0. The continuous signal is now s(x) = ~kSk(O (X --k) e Vo. For./> 1 the iteration can be started with c~ = s k.
These facts about the DWT should suffice to interpret the orthogonal projection Qj: L2(IR) ~ Wj within the framework of Sect. 4.
As mentioned above we obtain from o {fk}k~Z the continuous signal
We set f~, = CJk(S) and q~ = q JR(S) and calculate We write out the first two iterations for the wavelet coefficients
and recognize at the first step a difference quotient of the original signal. At the second and all other steps the wavelet coefficients are formed by differences of smoothed versions where averages of neighbouring elements are taken. The practical importance of the Haar-function to serve as a basic wavelet is therefore very limited particularly in connection with noisy signals since the evaluation of (48) is very instable.
Starting with the filter h of (41) Daubechies [3] gives a method for constructing basic wavelets satisfying the conditions (P1) and (P2). She shows that filters with finite length belong to compactly supported wavelets. In accordance with Theorem 4.11 and the statements of this section the approximations (44) and (45) hold for the corresponding DWT.
General result. The signal changes represented by the DWT at the transition from a finer to a coarser scale are nothing but the jumps in a derivative of a smoothed version resulted by 'projecting the signal onto the coarser scale'.
Numerical examples
We illustrate the statement of Therefore the quality of the approximation is worse than the one of the first example.
